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Mr. Pinball’s Pinball Machines For Sale
Here is the current list of pinball machines for sale as of December 28, 2022.  Conditions are as
follows: B=backglass, P=playfield, C=cabinet.  All values are 1-10; 10=mint, 1=unsalvageable.

Name                                       Manufacturer       #players             Year              Price             B           P           C  
El Dorado Gottlieb 1 1975 CALL 7+ 8+ 6
El Paso                                     Williams           1              1948          SOLD      8        8       8
Jet Spin                                    Gottlieb             4              1977          SOLD      9        8+     8
Royal Guard (project) Gottlieb 1 1968 300 9+ 5 3
Slick Chick Gottlieb 1 1963 3,325 9 9 9-

Price includes delivery, setup, and warranty except as noted.  Delivery outside the Salt Lake 
Valley is extra.  The warranty lasts 30 days and covers labor and parts.  Of course, the warranty
cannot cover abuse.  All working machines have new rubber rings and are in good working 
condition.  Documentation (manuals & schematics) is provided where possible.  

Machines are set on free play so no coins are required.  If you would like to use coins, working 
coin chutes with mechanisms cost $70.00 each.  Most machines we can set up to take nickels, 
dimes, and/or quarters.  Some machines may be limited as to whether they can take any or just 
certain coins due to limited availability of parts.

Machines sold outside the local area are sold ‘as-is’ and have no warranty, and the buyer is 
responsible for shipping.  For such sales the machine is deemed to be in good working order 
before shipping, and Mr. Pinball is not responsible for damage during shipping.  Reliable 
insured shipping is available from several sources, most being priced around $350.00 to 
$450.00 for shipping anywhere in the continental USA.

Mr. Pinball cannot promise what will be available tomorrow, however we can hold a machine 
for you if you put 10% down plus 10% for each 30 days to hold.  This allows you to purchase a
machine and have it held until you can afford it and are ready to take possession.  Canceling or 
changing which machine you buy forfeits 10% of the purchase price.  Holding a machine for 
more than 30 days after fully paid for requires a $75.00 per month storage fee.

If you are interested in seeing the machines (playing them) or the details on any machine 
(condition, features, etc.) let us know.
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